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Cyprus Sustainable Tourism Initiative - CSTI

• An independent, non-profit organisation registered in the 

Republic of Cyprus.

• Established in 2006 with the aim to promote the development 

of a sustainable approach to tourism in Cyprus. 

CSTI is affiliated to 
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Partners and Associates 

• CSTI is affiliated to the Travel Foundation

• Partners:

� Thomas Cook

� Tui

� Sunvil Holidays

�Cyprus Tourism Organisation

� Local NGOs

� Local Producers

� Small Communities 

�Municipalities

�Hotel and Tourism Associations

�Universities

� Environmental organisations 
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Memorandum of understanding 2010-2015

In 2010, the Cyprus Tourism Organisation (CTO), Cyprus

Sustainable Tourism Initiative (CSTI) and UK sustainable

tourism charity, the Travel Foundation, entered into a

partnership agreement to establish a programme of

initiatives to support Cyprus in becoming a leader in

sustainable tourism.
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Cyprus Sustainable Tourism Initiative

CSTI’s Mission

“To contribute to the development of sustainable 

tourism in Cyprus that conserves the environment, 

supports the local economy and promotes local 

culture”



Cyprus Sustainable Tourism Initiative - CSTI

Great holidays that help people and the environment, 

so there will be great holidays in the future…

CSTI is affiliated to 
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• Wasting of energy, water and natural  resources 

Pollution and litter

• Exploiting wildlife and wild places

• Doing nothing about Climate change

What is unsustainable tourism?
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We , the Tourism Industry, need to think :

– the impacts of this on our business

– how to reduce our contribution to Climate Change 

– the communities which host tourists 

CLIMATE CHANGE 

Cyprus Sustainable Tourism Initiative

Climate change - sea level rise, extremes of dry, 

hot weather and torrential storms, year-round 

scarcity of fresh water….



• Sustainable tourism isn’t just good for the planet and other 

people - there are business reasons why we should act 

ahead of legislation and improve our impact.

• Customers are increasingly interested in the environmental 

and social credentials of the goods and services they buy -

including travel and holidays.  

• The media is also very interested in the environmental and 

social impacts of travel. 

• Investors see companies that manage their risks in their area 

as a better long-term prospect.

The importance of sustainable tourism
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�Worried about the impact 

of their holidays (26%)

�Worried about climate 

change and holidays (23%)

� Seeking more ‘authentic’ 

experiences (54%)

� Would choose a hotel with 

a green award, if available 

(a 9% preference)

The importance of sustainable tourism
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• Seaside – beach erosion, sea level rise, sea surges and storms, 

reduced fresh water supply. Where will the new destinations 

be? 

• Mountains – shorter winter sport seasons, demand for higher 

altitude resorts. 

• Longer summer seasons?

• Stormy weather, droughts, heat waves – cancelled holidays, 

rescues, rebuilding

� Wasting Resources is a Waste of Money

• Energy

• Water

• Raw materials and products

Climate change puts tourism at risk
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Practical steps towards sustainability and 

climate change 

Getting there – and getting 
around, less CO2

Fuel efficiency, public 
transport, cycling and walking 

- excursions and transfers 

Treating local people and 

employees 

Sourcing locally, fair wages, 

promoting local products

Using energy, water and 

other resources efficiently

Lighting, heating, natural 
ventilation, efficient fittings, 

reuse and recycling

Celebrating and protecting 
natural and cultural heritage

Forests, beaches, reefs, 
buildings, sacred places, 

traditions
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Through our projects we aim to

• demonstrate the benefits that sustainable tourism has 
to the environment, the society and the economy of the 
island

• protect the natural environment and respond to climate 
change

• promote local culture and traditions

• develop close links between local suppliers and 
hoteliers / operators

• educate and inform regarding sustainability issues



CSTI Projects
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Saving Water and Energy



Saving Water and Energy

Project Aim

� To reduce the consumption of water and energy in the 

hotel industry and to assist the industry take a collective 

action that will help the destination begin to address the 

impact of Cyprus tourism industry on climate change.

� Time frame: May to November 2008
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Energy and water consumption generate one of the

most significant operational costs in a hotel.

Implementing energy and water conservation

methods without causing a negative impact on

customer demands and satisfaction is at the very

essence of what we do.

Cyprus Sustainable Tourism Initiative
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Saving Water and Energy

Tools used for the project

� ‘Sustainable Tourism is Good for Business’ kit, 

provided by the Travel Foundation

� ‘Water is Precious’ stickers, provided by the 

Cyprus Hotels Association 

� Questionnaires

� Forms for recording data

Cyprus Sustainable Tourism Initiative

The project sampled 106 hotels Cyprus wide



Saving water and energy in the hotel industry
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Saving water and energy in the hotel industry

Cyprus Sustainable Tourism Initiative

Awarded Hotel : Sunrise



Reduce plastic project



Reduce plastic project 
Cyprus 2011
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Objective: reduce the amount of plastic waste generated 

by participating hotels without reducing the quality of 

the guest experience.



Project outputs

� Measured reduction of plastic 

items in hotels 

� Training for hotel staff and support 

on how to reduce plastic in each 

hotel department 

� Increased employee awareness 

with respect to the reduction of 

plastic 

� Increase in customer awareness  

the need to reduce plastic 

consumption and waste 

Reduce plastic project
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Measured Reduction of Plastic Items in Hotels

� Participating hotels saved an average of 19% of the 

total number of plastic items

49,000 plastic cups were 

saved by Ascos Coral 

Beach Hotel and 69,075 

plastic cups were saved 

by Dome Hotel by 

changing from single 

use plastic cups to 

multi-use durable cups. 

This represented a total 

saving of €5300.

793,916 plastic bottles of water 

have been saved from disposal 

in landfill

1.33 plastic bottles of water 

have been saved on average per 

each guest each day
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Greener campaigns 



A campaign to help businesses to:

� Reduce  energy costs and increase efficiency

� Mitigate risks and meet regulatory requirements

� Gain competitive advantage

� Respond to emerging consumer trends and demands

� Protect essential resources

Make Hotel Greener campaign 
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Make Hotel Greener campaign 

• Online tools and training material 

• Advice and best practice Tips

• First steps towards TRAVELIFE

• Free training material and 

toolkits for managers

• No cost!!!
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Make Holidays Greener campaign 2013 

Insiders guide to Cyprus

• Tips to help holidaymakers 

• Ideas on how visitors can play 

their part in helping local 

communities and how to protect 

the environment.

• Recommendations for dine 

around and local products

• Useful tool for agents 

It can be downloaded for free 
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Sustainable hotel gardens in Cyprus



Sustainable hotel gardens in Cyprus

The issue of water management is crucial for Cyprus

and during recent years there have been major

campaigns to promote water saving. The gardens of

hotels in Cyprus make up a fundamental part of

their facilities.
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� A project funded by the Travel 
Foundation through Cooperative 
Travel customer donations to 
reduce water consumption in the 
landscaping and gardens of a 
selection of hotels and apartment 
complexes in Cyprus

� Consultants put forward plans to 
redesign hotel gardens with 
endemic plants

� As a result of this project best 
practice guidelines have been 
produced for hotels

Sustainable Hotel Gardens in Cyprus - Reducing water 

usage for landscaping and gardens
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'Best practice' tool for hotel 

gardens

• The 'best practice' tool for hotel

gardens’ water management has

been developed to help hotel

gardening staff reduce water

consumption in the areas they

manage.

• The software is designed using

Microsoft Excel and can be easily

and simply implemented.

Sustainable Hotel Gardens in Cyprus
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Minimum sustainable standards for the 

Cyprus Hotel Industry



Minimum sustainable standards for the 

Cyprus Hotel Industry

Focusing on:

� Integrating sustainability into business planning

� Environment

� Protecting  human capital

� Local communities

� Customer relationships
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Minimum sustainable standards for the 

Cyprus Hotel Industry

Actions:

• Guidelines for hoteliers in English and Greek 
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Minimum sustainable standards for the 

Cyprus Hotel Industry

Actions:

Training  Workshops for CTO hotel inspectors 

� Free training workshop to inform and educate the 

hotel industry regarding sustainable criteria and how 

they can be part of the implementation process
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Minimum sustainable standards for the 

Cyprus Hotel Industry

Outcome: 

� will assist Cyprus in integrating sustainability principles 

consistently across the tourism industry. 

� will help hotels to operate more efficiently, cost 

effectively and act more responsibly. 

� enable hotels to progress towards meeting the standards 

required for a number of different certification schemes, 

such as Travelife (supported by UK Tour Operators). 

� unique marketing tool providing a significant competitive 

advantage for the island

Hotels can get it for free
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Village Routes



Village Routes

We help spread the income and higher 

quality of life further within the rural 

communities



On going sale of Village Routes – VR6
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On going sale of Village Routes – VR6

Cyprus Sustainable Tourism Initiative

‘Discover the Real Cyprus – A Self Drive Tour to create your

own Adventure’.



Greening Cyprus Beaches



Greening Cyprus Beaches

� 2011 feasibility report 

� 2012- Nissi beach and Fig Tree

Bay beach chosen as pilot 

beaches for implementing 

green initiatives 

� 2013 Yiannathes beach in 

Voroklini and Polis Chrysochou

beach

� Multi-stakeholder project

� Improving the environment and 

experience for beach users

Cyprus Sustainable Tourism Initiative



Greening Cyprus Beaches

Green" beach = A sustainably 
managed 

recreational beach

A medium to high intensity 
recreational beach that is trying 

to embed some aspects of 
sustainability into its planning 
framework, to allow for leisure 

and economic development, 
whilst still conserving the 

natural resource for future 
generations.
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Greening Cyprus Beaches

Cyprus Sustainable Tourism Initiative

The  “green” 

beach 

standards for 

Cyprus are 

housed within 

a list of 10 

categories



Greening Cyprus Beaches
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The results of the first two beaches have showed beach user 

satisfaction increased by 9% and 19% respectively following 

improvements such as promoting recycling and growing 

native plants.



Greening Cyprus Beaches
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Ten practical steps to greener beaches 

and satisfied tourists!

�The Greening Cyprus Beaches free 

handbook was launched on 24th of April 

2013!

�The free handbook includes tried and 

tested ideas to protect natural beach 

assets and boost visitor satisfaction levels. 



Greening Cyprus Beaches

Cyprus Sustainable Tourism Initiative

Handbook

�Guide for all local authorities, beach-front businesses 

and property owners who are interested in replicating the 

successful pilots

�Available free of charge from the CSTI in both Greek and 

English. 

�Provides practical tips, case studies and information on 

ten categories. 

�Contact the Green team and get started!!



Waste mapping project



Waste Mapping Guide for Hotels in Cyprus: 

Saving money and improving the 

environment 

• First waste mapping guide available

• The guidance document is tailored principally to meet the

needs of hotel operators and other organizations working in

the Cypriot tourism industry to highlight the financial and

environmental benefits of undertaking waste mapping as part

of their on-going business operations.
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• The guide is 

structured to take 

you through the key 

steps in 

implementing a 

waste mapping 

process through 

diagrams, 

photographs, and 

templates!

Cyprus Sustainable Tourism Initiative

Waste Mapping Guide for Hotels in Cyprus: 

Saving money and improving the 

environment 

Download the guide from CSTI website



Cyprus Breakfast 



Project Aim

• To develop a ‘Cyprus Breakfast’ to be offered by Cypriot 

hotels, enhancing the tourist product and increasing the 

quality of the tourist experience while simultaneously 

supporting the local agro-food industry. 

.

Cyprus Breakfast 
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Cyprus Breakfast 

Cyprus Sustainable Tourism Initiative

The research include the following:

•Identification and analysis of the current breakfast ‘offer’ 

within hotels

•Investigation into what a ‘Cyprus Breakfast’ could include

•Identification of the potential constraints/challenges and 

opportunities, for hoteliers

•Identification of the potential demand for a ‘Cyprus 

breakfast’ among UK and other source market tourists

•Investigation into the availability of potential Cyprus 

Breakfast ingredients among local producers, including their 

potential to supply hotels



Optimising all inclusive customer spend in 
the Paphos economy 



Optimising all inclusive customer spend in 

the Paphos economy 

Background

In 2012 the Travel Foundation commissioned research into the 

contribution of the hotel sector in Cyprus resorts to the local 

economy.

⇒A number of tourists reported the lack of appealing shops, 

restaurants and activities as being factors that limited their 

spend outside of the hotels. Equally, some hotels in Paphos 

have undertaken significant re-fits, raising the quality of the 

‘offer’ to a very high standard and creating an environment that 

is simply ‘too good to leave’.

⇒ tourists are leaving the hotels less and spending less locally.
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Optimising all inclusive customer spend in 

the Paphos economy 

The partnership is proposing to develop and implement 

new initiatives that will:

� stimulate greater tourist spend within the local 

economy

�increase customer satisfaction with the holiday 

experience, 

�encourage repeat visits and help to ensure the long 

term sustainability of Paphos as a holiday destination. 

The focus will be on hotels with an all-inclusive offer
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Cyprus Sustainable Tourism Initiative

Anticipate Outcomes:

• Information on key findings from the literature review

• Establishment of a local stakeholder group to be ready to 

work in consultation.

• A report outlining recommendations on what initiatives 

could be implemented is already ready with the pilot 

project starting on March.

Optimising all inclusive customer spend in 

the Paphos economy 
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Beach clean ups / increase awareness 
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“Lets do it Cyprus” environmental 

campaign 
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School presentations / environmental 

education 
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Tree planting 
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Tree planting 



• The Cyprus Green Party awarded the CSTI for its contribution 

to the development of sustainable tourism in Cyprus. 

Cyprus Sustainable Tourism Initiative

Pancyprian Environmental Awards 2013 



We all do, because the long-term global environmental 

impact of our tourism sector improves, protecting the 

planet for future generations to enjoy!

Who benefits from our projects?



Learn more about CSTI 

E-Mail: info@csti-cyprus.org

� http://csti-cyprus.org/

Thank you / Ευχαριστούμε 

Cyprus Sustainable Tourism Initiative

�Join our team and become a 

member!

�Become a volunteer!

�Spread the word and 

promote sustainability as a 

way of living!


